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LAYING THE FOUNDATION

TO SUPPORT YOUR

6-FIGURE GOAL



Why Six-Figures?
I believe we all get to choose how much we want to make in our

businesses and if six-figures isn't your thing, that's OK. The processes I

teach are foundational and help businesses at all levels reach their goals.

 

I've heard from many of my clients and audience that this is where they

want to be and they want to know what it takes to get there. 

I don't think it's an unattainable pie in the sky dream or that only a chosen

elite few can get there.

The question is really for you. Why six-figures? I want you to take some

time and write down all of the reasons you chose the number you did.

You'll find room for that on page 4 of this pdf.

I also believe that not everyone will get there at the same time. 

There are a multitude of contributing factors as to why. We're all still

individual people with our individual lives and challenges and everything

that goes with being a human. On the business side of things, there are

things like how engaged your audience is with you and vice versa, your

reach or influence, and your overall understanding of business, among

other things.

What I know is that if you are in this to grow a long term sustainable online

business and you're willing to stay the course and put in the work,

$100,000 is definitely doable.

Real Talk Time!
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Let's Break This Down...

Personally, I like to look at quarters because I know that generating

income, especially in this case $25,000 for a  quarter, takes a lot of

other activities to support that and make it happen. 

Do any of these breakdowns make your goal feel

more attainable? 

Move on to the next steps to get clarity on what you

can do to achieve your 6-figure goal.
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Monthly

If your income goal is $100,000 for the year, you'd need to make... 

Daily Quarterly

$237.97 $8333.33 $25,000
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Example
My Profitable CEO Blueprint launches quarterly and it is

$1497. If that were my only offer, I would need to enroll 17

people per quarter to hit that $100,000 goal.

https://thepurposefulceo.com/Blueprint


Ask Yourself...
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1 - What is my goal based on?

i.e. Previous performance, what I need to live my life & run my business,

what I think I can make

2 - Based on my current offers and pricing what will it take to

meet my goal?

How many sales do I need to make?

3 - Are my prices where they need to be?

Is it time to raise my prices?



Ask Yourself...
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What needs to happen to support me in meeting my goal?

i.e. Build my list, create a lead magnet, learn a new skill, hire a virtual

assistant or another support person, schedule social media



ThePurposefulCEO.com

CEO | The Purposeful CEO

You've Got This!

Teresa

There are a million ways to run your businesses

and set goals. And if this doesn't work for you at all, that's okay!

Click Here
to Join Our Facebook

Community!

I'd love to hear how you're planning to achieve your 6-figure goal

for the year! Come share your plan in our Facebook Community!

If you're struggling with laying it all out, reach out! You can find

me in our Facebook Community or send me a message. I'm

happy to help you sort it all out!

https://thepurposefulceo.com/Facebook
https://thepurposefulceo.com/contact

